G6BR
Body-Solid - Bi-Angular® Multi-Station Gym

Weight: 595 lbs
Dimensions: 85”L x 50”W x 84”H

The Bi-Angular press arms of the G6BR guide you through the optimal natural range-of-motion while applying resistance from two directions simultaneously. This smooth, fluid, multi-directional resistance station automatically produces 25% more muscle interaction. The Perfect Pec Station is equipped with swivel arms, adjustable range of motion, and designed for both unilateral and bilateral movements, you get the maximum stretch for deep muscle toning and the most incredible upper body development possible. The leg developer’s Smooth-Glide Bearing System™ combined with the self-aligning leg cuffs and the integrated leg developer Cam guide you through the most demanding leg curls and leg extensions. The G6BR Bi-Angular® Multi-Station Gym is jam packed with exercises.

Includes: Lat bar, Straight bar, Ankle Strap, Ab/Triceps Strap, Body-Solid Total Body Workout™ DVD, Full-size exercise chart

Special Features

- Patented Bi-Angular® converging press station replicates a free weight dumbbell press
- Perfect Pec Station is equipped with swivel arms and designed for both unilateral and bilateral movements
- The leg developer’s Smooth-Glide Bearing System™ combined with the self-aligning leg cuffs
- 210lb. Selectorized Weight Stack, is upgradable to a 260lb. stack

Warranty

Frame & Welds ..................... Lifetime
Bushings and Hardware .......... 3 Years
Pads, Cables and Grips .......... 1 Year

Frame & Welds ..................... Lifetime
Bushings and Hardware .......... Lifetime
Pads, Cables and Grips .......... Lifetime